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Bulletins

Hamfests & General Announcements

What do you mean no local Hamfest this month ?
The good news is there will be a local hamfest in April.

Sunday Apri 24, 2016 8am  2pm
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This Month
BVARA Club feature presentation:
This Month's
Speaker :
Rich Soltesz K3SOM
Topic :
Radio Propagation on Mars
Including:
Continuing with our BVARA Presentation Series this year, with the help of our ‘Time Machine’, our topic
this month takes us on a trip to the near future at a time when colonies have been established on the surface
of Mars. Our adventure begins with the recent history of scientific exploration of our planetary neighbor
and a comparison of similarities with and deviations from Earth.
We’ll examine the ionosphere around Mars together with recent measurements that will give us insight into
high frequency propagation from point to point on the surface of the planet. Given the distances involved
between our two planets, we’ll also explore path losses, time delays, and other factors that make individual
DXing back to Earth nearly impossible without ‘borrowing’ Deep Space communications equipment for
personal use.
But wait, there’s more! Given our unique
circumstances, if we are in charge of ham radio
guidelines on Mars, several interesting scenarios
present themselves. Global contests, WAC (Worked
All Colonies) awards, ham band allocations, call signs
and prefixes, and other topics begin to present
themselves. What about putting a repeater on each of
the moons of Mars? One of them appears to travel
from East to West in the sky while the other moon
moves from West to East to a surface observer. “Woo
Who!” This is one exciting presentation you won’t
want to miss!
Rich’s Background:
Extra Class Ham, Licensed since 1962, VE,
B.S. Electrical Engineering
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More this Month
VE TEST SESSIONS
Beaver County Emergency Services Center

351 14th Street
Ambridge, PA 15003
Tests begin promptly at 5 pm, March 10, 2016.
All classes of amateur radio license tests are administered.

ALL candidates MUST bring ALL of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

For more information, contact :
Rich Soltesz, K3SOM
2 forms of I.D.  one MUST be a photo I.D.
(724) 8470610
A pencil AND a pen with blue or black ink.
The original AND a photocopy of any valid ham license. k3som@arrl.net
The original AND a photocopy of any C.S.C.E.
The test fee of $15  cash, check, or money order.

WEEKLY
Thursday Morning Breakfast
The BVARA meets every Thursday at Steak 'n Shake in
Center Township, by the Beaver Valley Mall, at 10:00 AM.
All radio amateurs are encouraged to come join us at our

See you Thursday at
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Propagation Charts

From the ARRL

PROPAGATION
The East Coast propagation chart listed above is for March 2016.
If you would like more information on how to read these charts, or for
more information on propagation in general, please visit
http://arrl.org/propagation
RACES / ARES
eQRM Urges All County Hams to Participate
As a matter of editorial opinion, the eQRM urges all Beaver County
licensed amateurs to participate in the County’s RACES and ARES
programs.
Any Beaver County Amateur that is interested in participating in
the RACES/ARES programs can do so by checking into the Beaver
County Public Service Net which meets every Monday evening at
8:30 PM local time on the N3TN 146.850 MHz repeater (131.8 PL)
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New License and Upgrades

BVARA VE Testing

On Feb 11th, 2016 six people were tested for Ham Radio licenses. Five of the six were successful.
John Cencich  K8JQO from Eighty Four, PA passed his General Class Exam.
Four students from Carnegie Mellon University took their Technician Class Exams and were
successful.
Neal S. Bhasid, Pittsburgh PA  KC3GLD
Daniel L Arnett, Butler PA  KC3GLE
Paul Pan, Pittsburgh, PA  KC3GLF
Ashrith Balakumar, Pittsburgh PA  KC3GLG
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Something interesting
about the new licensees

Five students from Carnegie Mellon University took their Technician
Class Exams. Four of the five were successful and included:
Neal S. Bhasid, Pittsburgh PA  KC3GLD
Daniel L Arnett, Butler PA  KC3GLE
Paul Pan, Pittsburgh, PA  KC3GLF
Ashrith Balakumar, Pittsburgh PA  KC3GLG

Each student has a different major, Ashrith was asked why they were all interested in obtaining their ham
radio license. His response:
"We are part of the Planetary Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University led by Prof. Red Whittaker.
Within that, we are a group of all
undergraduates trying to pursue
the ultimate goal of sending a
Cubesat called "PERSEUS" into
low earth orbit. PERSEUS will
autonomously determine its own
orbit without external aid such as
GPS, by utilizing cameras and
computer vision. This
technology aims to allow
navigation of small, cheap
satellites on other planets.
As a first test of this, we will be flying a high altitude balloon as an analog to a satellite. During the March
and April time frame we will be launching a series of balloons to approximately 100,000 ft. We will be
using APRS radio to track our balloon, hence the need for our technician license.
I hope this gives you a high level look at our project, let me know if you have any questions. I will give
you heads up to when we are launching our balloon (using my call sign) so you guys can track it."
It seems like there is never a dull moment with this hobby!
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Who We Are
Membership Information and Club Officers
2015 BVARA OFFICERS
President: Jack Spencer, KZ3Z
Vice President: Dick Hanna,
K3VYY
2nd Vice Pres.: Rob Miller, N3OJL
Treasurer: Pam Spencer, W3PMS
Secretary: Norm Trunick, K3NJT
Director: Bob Winkle, N3AZZ
Director: Bob Croft, KB3RHN
Trustee: Rich Soltesz, K3SOM
MONTHLY MEETINGS
EBoard meetings are now held the
Saturday before the monthly club
meeting.
VE testing begins at 5:00.
Regular meetings are at 6:30.
All meetings are held at
Beaver County
Emergency Services Center
351 14th Street
Ambridge, PA 15003
on the second Thursday of every
month (unless otherwise stated).

MEETING DATES 2016
Mar 10
Apr 14
May 12
Jun 09
Jul 14
Aug no meeting
Corn Roast Aug 20th
Sep 08
Oct 13
Nov 10
Dec no meeting
Christmas Party (TBA)
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Membership Information

49.00
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* ARRL driven increase
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Technical Information
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Technical Information
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Reprinted with permission, November 1993 QST; copyright ARRL.
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Bits and Pieces
Please keep safety
in mind before
every warm
weather task you
get involved with.
The winter here in
Beaver County has
been very mild.
February had the coldest temperatures so
far this winter. Did you get your indoor
winter projects completed? Better hurry.
Temperatures for the second week of
March are forecast to be in the seventies. The other
night we had powerful winds as a cold front came
through. I had many branches fall. Some of those
limbs were quite large! I was rather surprised that the
plastic guard on my pole mounted outside light was
torn off by these powerful winds. I feel lucky that
none of my radio related equipment suffered damage.

No matter how small the task, plan ahead, think safety. With
the winter weather beginning to break, our radio interests
turn to outdoor rotor inspection, tower inspections,
inspection of other antenna supports, antenna inspection,
antenna repair or replacement, coax repair, grounding
inspection and more. As we start our many warm weather
activities think about the safest way to go about it.
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As always my motto
is...
Safety! Safety!Safety!

March 2016
photos from
Google images

Radio Sport
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Contest Corral courtesy of ARRL  QST Magazine
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Some Interesting Links
What do Ham operators do?
www.reddit.com/r/NoStupidQuestions/comments/2ovgx9/what_do_ham_radio_operators_do_just_talk_to_other/
KB6NU's Ham Radio Blog

http://www.kb6nu.com/

65 Great Things About Ham Radio

http://www.cqamateurradio.com/cq_great_things.html

Ham Radio forum, dipole troubleshooting
PL259, connectors, soldering
Tuning your radio, antenna SWR

http://www.hamradioforum.net/threads/6764Dipoleantennaproblems

http://www.k0bg.com/coax.html
http://www.hamuniverse.com/testingswr.html

Maker introduction to Ham Radio http://makezine.com/2015/06/30/amakersintroductiontohamradio/
Amateur Radio Newsline Report
Dr. Tamitha Skov Space Weather
for Radio Amateurs

http://www.arnewsline.org/
http://spaceweather.tv/category/amateurradioresources/

The Amateur's Code
CONSIDERATE ...never knowingly operates in such a way as to lessen the pleasure of others.
LOYAL ...offers loyalty, encouragement and support to other amateurs, local clubs, and the American
Radio Relay League, through which Amateur Radio in the United States is represented nationally and
internationally.
PROGRESSIVE ...with knowledge abreast of science, a wellbuilt and efficient station and operation
above reproach.
FRIENDLY ...slow and patient operating when requested; friendly advice and counsel to the beginner;
kindly assistance, cooperation and consideration for the interests of others. These are the hallmarks of
the amateur spirit.
BALANCED ...radio is an avocation, never interfering with duties owed to family, job, school or
community.
PATRIOTIC ...station and skill always ready for service to country and community.
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Antenna Basics
Feeding the Beast—Transferring Radio Frequency Energy from Your Transmitter to
Your Antenna
by Don Keith N4KC
It occurs to me that we will soon have an influx of relatively new operators to the HF amateur radio bands,
newcomers who may or may not have experience with or knowledge of the compromises involved with
building antenna systems. They may try to get by cheaply and quickly, just to get a taste of the new
spectrum now available to them. And in the process, they may have a less than satisfying experience.
I won’t attempt to even delve into the antennas themselves. There are myriad sources for information,
including books like the ARRL Antenna Handbook and in discussion forums on sites like eHam.net and
QRZ.com. An especially good discussion of simple antennas is available on the excellent website of L. E.
Cebik, W4RNL, located here. Mr. Cebik also has an interesting threepart discussion of the popular G5RV
antenna, which allows use on several amateur bands.
I would recommend to any newcomer that he or she learn along the way but keep it simple in the beginning.
By all means, get an antenna up so you can be on the air, joining in on the fun! But for the time being, avoid
phased arrays, delta loops, and exotic hunks of metal in the sky. For the moment, stick with dipoles,
verticals, or simple loops. They are easier to play with and you might learn something from installing them.
Remember, making mistakes is one of the most effective ways of learning, too. If you purchase
commercially made antennas, be sure to follow the manufacturer’s directions closely, including
recommendations for properly getting the RF from your radio/amplifier to the antenna itself.
And that will be the subject of this article—the feeding of your antenna…getting as much radiofrequency
energy from the transmitter to the antenna as possible, and trying to make sure as much of the precious RF
is emitted into space so someone halfway around the world can hear you. There are several potential
combinations of feed systems and matching units that are commonly used by amateurs. For our purposes,
we will consider the following simpler and more typical ones:
Coaxial cable with no matching unit except what might be internal to the transmitter
Coaxial cable with an external outboard matching unit
Open wire or ladder line with or without an external outboard matching unit
Wait, what is this “matching unit” stuff? You mean a “tuner?” Actually, an antenna tuner is a matching unit,
and one quite often employed by hams, but there are other means and devices for matching rigs to antennas
that are not “tuners.” These devices are technically a part of the antenna system (so are the antenna, the dirt
beneath it, the trees in the area, your kid’s bicycle propped against your vertical, the mountain fifteen miles
away, and the ionosphere miles above our heads, but we don’t have control over most of that stuff).
Matching units allow the operator to vary the capacitive and inductive reactance seen by the transmitter in
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Antenna Basics
order to get a better “match,” to allow as much of the radio frequency energy coming from the transmitter to
be transferred to the antenna and into the air as possible.
Let’s talk “matching” for a moment. Most transmitters and outboard amplifiers today are designed to work
best when they are outputting radio frequency into an impedance of 50 ohms. The operator has very little
control over the load impedance of the typical transistorized transceiver today, and not much more control
over the output impedance matching of a common outboard amplifier. However, the impedance presented by
different antenna systems at different frequencies can vary widely and the operator may need to dramatically
vary the reactance values the transmitter encounters in order to try to get a better transfer of power to the
feedline first, and possibly to the antenna itself. There are other matching devices, such as baluns
(“balanced—unbalanced transformers”), mechanical devices like socalled gamma matches at the antenna
feed point, and even relays that switch in and out all sorts of odd components in what is sometimes a Rube
Goldbergtype setup. For the purpose of this article, let’s consider the matching unit to be either an antenna
matching device internal to your radio or a similar external device, either of which is typically called an
“antenna tuner.” (I quibble here because we are not actually “tuning” the antenna. We are attempting to get
the output circuit of the transmitter into synch with the impedance of the feed line and/or the antenna and
everything else that makes up the “antenna system.”)
Antenna coax cable
Typical coaxial cablean
and plastic covering.

inner conductor, plastic dielectric, woven shield,

Antenna coax connector
Screwon coax connector,

PL259type.

Coaxial cable, or simply
“coax,” is a very popular means of getting radio
frequency energy from transmitter to antenna. The more popular types are already designed to offer 50 ohms
impedance (or relatively close), are easy to work with, can be run in close proximity to other cables, tower
legs, or metal objects, and use simple connectors that can be securely attached to the transmitter and the
antenna. Coax is a good choice for an antenna such as a dipole that is designed to be used on only one
operating band (or odd multiple harmonics of that band). Such an antenna, properly constructed and cut close
to the preferred operating frequency so as to be in reasonable resonance, will show impedance close enough
to 50 ohms that your feedline and your transmitter output circuit will be happy and everything will be in
harmony. The maximum amount of energy possible will be moved from transmitter to feed line to antenna
and emitted into space.
But what about very broad amateur bands, like 75/80 meters, or those bands that require more antennaper
hertz, like 160? It is asking a lot of a piece of wire and its feedline to be close to resonant across such a wide
band. Even if the wire is cut for the middle of the band, it may be considerably out of resonance—offering
impedance that is a long way removed from 50 ohms—when you try to use it at the extreme ends of the
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band. This creates the phenomenon we call “standing waves.” Simply put, standing waves are currents that
are reflected—due to a mismatch—back from the feed point of the antenna, returning back down the feedline
toward the transmitter. SWR—or “standing wave ratio”—is a way of expressing the amount of your outgoing
power that is getting reflected back down the feedline. (This is a rather simplistic description of a decidedly
complicated thing that is going on, but I believe it is accurate and will suffice for this discussion.)
Let me state here that achieving a low SWR is not a bad thing, though it is not necessarily a critical one. But I
thought SWR was evil incarnate! Don’t all the manuals for my rig scream about getting the SWR to 1.5to1?
Won’t it burn up my radio before the credit card bill even shows up? Isn’t all that power that gets sent back in
the direction of the shack wasted? And isn’t it wasted in the form of heat? Am I not charged to get no worse
than a 1to1 match or they’ll revoke my license?
Not necessarily. The RF energy does not necessarily go back into your radio or get burned up in the feedline.
A portion of it is simply sent right back up the feedline each time it is reflected down it—traveling at the
speed of light. If the feedline has relatively low loss, you really don’t lose much of the RF at all. Most of it is
eventually sent out into the ether by the antenna. The fact that some of it made a lot of trips up and down the
feedline before it was emitted into space is immaterial. Granted, a very large SWR does cause enough heat,
even in the lowest loss feedline. It can cause damage to the cable and anything close to it. That is why most
modern radios employ a circuit that cuts back power and eventually ceases operating if presented with a
severe mismatch at the antenna output circuit.
Now, how does this apply to that nice, easytouse coax? Compared to some possible transmission lines, a
good quality coaxial cable is relatively low loss. But as the type you use gets smaller, as the frequency on
which you plan to use it gets higher, as the length of cable you have to use to run from your rig to the antenna
gets longer, and as the type of dielectric (the stuff that separates the two conductors inside the cable) changes,
the amount of signal you lose in the wire goes up, up, up. If you are feeding an antenna that is close to 50
ohms, using transmission line that is near 50 ohms, and operating close to the antenna’s resonant frequency,
you should not have a real problem. If you have fairly good coax and, if operating on the HF bands, a run of
less than 200 feet or so, and your antenna is resonant for the frequency you are transmitting on, you will do
fine. But if the load is mismatched at the antenna, if you are seeing a higher amount of reflected power, you
may be losing more precious signal than you thought. And that could explain why nobody answers your calls
or when you do make a contact, they tell you that you are “down in the mud.”.
Here’s what is happening. Let’s say you lose 20% of your 100 watts of output power because of natural loss
in the coax cable as the RF energy is making its way up to the antenna. And let’s say you have a high SWR
because you are attempting to operate the antenna system a long way out of resonance, or because the
antenna is not designed to be used on the band you are using. To keep the math simple, let’s say that 30% of
your original RF is be getting shoved back down the cable in the form of standing waves. Well, you lose 20%
of that as it goes back toward the transmitter, too, because you have the same natural loss in the cable going
that way as you did going toward the antenna. You have now lost half your original power, and what’s left
still of the original RF energy will dutifully go right back up the feedline again! It loses 20% more, warming
up your coax nicely. And once again, 30% of that quickly diminishing power that reaches the feed point gets
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reflected yet again, right back down the line, and gets another 20% of it carved away by the loss of the cable.
As you see, the power is waning quickly!
Again, for a number of reasons, coax is an excellent choice as a feedline for most antennas, and especially
dipoles and beams. It is almost—in forms that have even less loss at those frequencies—the exclusive choice
at VHF and UHF. But there is one very important caveat: coax is best used when feeding a resonant or close
toresonant antenna. You may find that an antenna cut to the middle of a band will work just fine all the way
across the band. That may be true, but don’t expect it to work much place else. There are an almost infinite
number of frequencies in the amateur bands where you may want to transmit and receive in which an antenna
will not be anywhere near resonant, and where that nonresonance will induce a honking big SWR.
Well, you say, there is a simple solution! All you have to do is use the tuner inside your radio, or break out
the catalog and buy an outboard tuner that will match your output to much broader impedance loads. That
way, you reason, you can use a single dipole on a bunch of ham bands because the tuner manufacturer says it
will tune up a rig to about anything. You have seen the reviews of tuners that will match a transmitter and its
coax to a set of box springs, a tenpenny nail, a linguini noodle.
Sorry, but that is not really the issue here. Yes, a good tuner can convince your rig that it is working into a
nice, comfortable 50ohm load, even if the antenna is ridiculously nonresonant and presents a very lopsided
SWR, transferring all that power to the antenna and flinging it around the world. You can sit there and
transmit all day, your transmitter running cool, not even threatening to shut down because of an excessive
SWR. The meter on the tuner might say 1.2to1 or 1.3to1, so everything must be working great. Well,
don’t kid yourself. All you have really done is lie to the transmitter output circuit, fooling it into trying to
send all that RF into a badly mismatched antenna system. You have cranked in the correct ratio of capacitive
and inductive reactance for both you and your radio to think everything is peachy. But remember, those
unavoidable standing waves are still coursing up and down your feedline, maybe invisible to your radio and
tuner meter, but that reflected and rereflected power is growing fainter and fainter with every trip up or
down the coax. And only a small amount of your transmitter power is actually being sent out into space to be
detected by that DX station you keep trying to call.
So coax is not a good choice at all for using an antenna on multiple ham bands? It can be! First, if you learn
some antenna theory, you will discover that some antennas, such as a dipole, are resonant on odd multiples of
the lowest frequency band for which it was measured and cut. A closed loop is actually resonant on all
multiple harmonics of the lowest frequency for which it was designed to be resonant. You can use coax and
get some degree of resonance on several bands. But remember, if you cut a dipole for, say, 3.75 megahertz in
the middle of the 75/80 meter band, it will really not be close to resonance in any other amateur band, except,
in a stretch, 17 meters. If you play with the length, though, you might be able to move the range in somewhat
and pick up some other bands, with an SWR that is not such a power killer and can be tamed by most internal
tuners. Maybe not the best situation, but it might get you on the air on a few bands.
Don’t give up on the antenna tuner, either. While you are not solving the real problem by installing the tuner
at the transmitter end of the feedline, you can, instead, put it near the antenna feed point so that you are
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actually tuning both transmitter and feedline to match the antenna. This eliminates a great deal of that
bouncing SWR and its loss as it surges up and down the coax. Even if you put the tuner somewhere in the
feedline rather than right at the feed point, you can eliminate a portion of the lossy coax, with the less amount
of cable between the antenna and the tuner, the better.
There are a few problems with this plan, though. You need a tuner that is designed to be exposed to the
elements if you have to put it outside, if there is not protective structure close enough to house it. If you try to
put the unit at the feed point of the antenna—the most ideal place—you need some way to support its weight.
And, in most cases, you need to get voltage to the tuner to operate its components remotely. I think you can
see how that complicates the matter.
So, there is no such thing as an easy coaxfed antenna that can be used on more than one ham band? Or one
that is resonant for the entire length of a particular band? Not true. There are several antenna choices that can
help you solve the coax problem. You can research the fan dipole, for example, in which a single run of coax
can be used to feed dipoles cut for several bands. Other antennas can be designed to be relatively broad
banded, such as the log periodic beam. And, the truth is, SWR is probably not a big problem on a well
designed dipole with good quality coax if you only intend to use it on a single band or odd multiple
harmonics. Even the internal tuner in most rigs will easily allow you to overcome any resulting mismatch,
and if the coax has relatively low loss and the run length of your feedline is not excessive, you probably will
not lose an appreciable amount of power.
But suppose you want a single multiband antenna. A good choice is a dipole, cut to be ½ wavelength long on
the lowest band on which you want to use it, fed with open wire feedline, and fed with a matching unit or
units. (The formula for determining the length of such a dipole is 468 divided by the frequency in
megahertz—for 3.75 mHz, that would be just under 125 feet).
Open wire feedline? Isn’t that something your grandfather
might have used? Actually, such feedline is enjoying something
of a comeback. There are now ten amateur highfrequency
bands, and in an effort to work as many of those bands as
possible with as few antennas as necessary, resourceful hams
have turned to…well…an oldie but goodie.
Ladder line feedline for amateur radio antennas
True ladder line, as constructed and sold by W7FG.
There are variations of this type transmission line, such as true
airdielectric open line, socalled twin lead like folks used to use for the TV antenna when folks had TV
antennas, window line, and ladder line. Each name describes the type design of the feedline that keeps two
conductors evenly separated from each other for the length of the line. The characteristic impedance of such
feedline can range from 200 to over 600 ohms depending on several factors, such as the material used to
space the two conductor wires apart and how far apart the wires are. But one thing is constant: the distance
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between the two conductors must remain the same for the entire length of the feedline or it begins to mess
with the impedance of the line.
I know what you are thinking. If a dipole is in the neighborhood of 50 ohms already, then are we not
introducing a serious mismatch by feeding it with some wires that may be 600 ohms? The simple truth is, it
does not matter nearly as much as it does with coax. This type of transmission line has such low loss in a run
of reasonable length that the standing waves on the line are eventually mostly radiated in the form of “good”
RF, and those trips up and down the line are a relatively small factor.
There are ways to get the match closer before we depend on an antenna tuner—internal or external, at the rig
end of the feedline or at the antenna feed point—to make the transmitter happy. Many hams use a current
balun (remember, that is a balanced/unbalanced transformer) at some point in the ladder line to step the
impedance down to something closer to 50 ohms. They hook the two conductors of the balanced line to one
side of the balun and then run coax from the other side—the lower impedance side—to the transmitter. This
also solves a rather knotty problem with open wire feed line. It is very susceptible to being affected by any
nearby metal or cables. You should never run open wire feedlines down a tower leg, along a metal gutter, or
adjacent to other cables or feedlines. This will almost certainly lead to problems tuning an antenna system
that contains this type transmission line. Even trees or wet vegetation can alter the performance of air
dielectric feedline.
This is just one reason why many hams reject balanced transmission line. There is also the problem of
attaching ladder line to your radio. You most likely have coax connectors on the rear panel of the rig. Many
tuners also have only coax or single wire connectors. How in the world can you hook that stuff up to that nice
screwon connector on the back of the radio? Glue or duct tape are not the answers!
Once again, the answer is the balun. It may be external, outside somewhere, maybe at the feedpoint of the
antenna, maybe somewhere in the line, maybe where the line needs to enter the shack. Then a short run of
coax is used for entry into the house, next to those other cables, the gutters, and the air conditioner ducts. Or
it may be right next to the rig with a short coax jumper to the antenna connection on the radio in order to
avoid long runs of lossy coax. Or, more commonly, next to your antenna tuner, which will be necessary to
tune to the broad impedance range the antenna will present as you move about the various ham bands. The
balun could also be inside the antenna tuner if it has a “balanced” antenna connection.
A dipole fed with open wire line or one of its variations is, by definition, a “balanced” antenna. That type
transmission line is called “balanced line.” They go together nicely. But the output circuit of your transmitter
is most likely unbalanced. So is coax. So is the coax connector output of your tuner. Some tuners offer a
balanced output, relying on a balun inside its case—typically a 4to1 type balun, changing the impedance,
say, from 300 ohms at the antenna feed point to about 75 ohms on the other side of the device. But there are
also special tuners designed to match the unbalanced 50ohm transmitter output circuit to a balanced antenna
system. There have been several articles in the various ham magazines about designing and constructing
balanced tuners, and several manufacturers produce them as well.
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Before the more convenienttouse coax came along, amateurs almost all used open wire transmission lines,
primarily because they were simple and could even be constructed using easytolocate and cheap materials.
They weren’t as concerned as we are with the problems of matching their transmitter to antennas fed with
ladder line. That was because the output circuits of transmitters in those days were much broader and
adjustable. But the main reason was because the stuff worked very well and got more of the RF to the
antenna and out into the ether.
Now, with little loading to be done internally to our solid state transceivers, we have, in effect, moved the
matching circuit from inside the radio, out onto the desktop in the form of an “antenna tuner.” However, with
the desire to use an antenna on a broader range of bands, and in an effort to get as much power to the antenna
and have it radiated, ladder line and its cousins are making a respectable comeback. Several distributors sell
such line at reasonable cost, and their web sites even offer interesting commentary on its use, selecting
baluns, and the recommendations for physically and electrically connecting it to the antenna.
So there we have it, a look at the two primary types of antenna feedlines—coax and open wire—and the
various ways of using it to achieve a better antenna system. Neither is a right or wrong choice, a better or
worse one. As you will discover in our hobby, there are advantages to about any way of doing something, and
there are disadvantages, too. And with antennas and feedlines, the truth is everything is a compromise, and
there is no perfect system. But some are “more perfect” than others.
It can be a lot of fun, trying to devise ways to make those compromises as limited as you can, all in the quest
for having that station on the other end of the QSO say, “You’re kidding! You’re not running 100 watts.
You’re 20 over S9 here!”
Unpublished work (c) 2016 Don Keith N4KC

Note : I talked to Don Keith N4KC to obtain permission to use his article in this month’s newsletter. Don has
been a Ham for over fifty years. He got interested in Ham Radio when he was thirteen years old. He has
written books and many articles on Ham Radio. After our conversation, I conclude He is a gentleman Ham. I
am glad to have met N4KC. Thanks Don for giving me permission to use your Antenna article in our
newsletter!
If you would like to contact Don his web site is WWW.donkeith.com or his email don@donkeith.com
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Of concern to BVARA members

Christmas Party :

Mark Kavic will present his findings from approaching several area restaurants
for packages and prices for our next Christmas dinner, BVARA members will
vote on which one to place reservations for at the meeting, please show up if
you have any input you would like to share.
Membership Dues :
Membership dues are past due. Please come to the 10 March BVARA Club
meeting or see one of the Club Officers to get your 2016 membership up to
date.

Our location in Pennsylvania.
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